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QUESTION 1

If an RSA Archer user cannot see an application that does not exist within the system, what should the administrator
check first? 

A. The administrator should verify the user has been assigned a role that grants access to the application 

B. The administrator should verify the user has been granted access rights to Private fields within the application 

C. The administrator should confirm the user is named within a Record Permission field within the application 

D. The administrator should verify the user belongs to at least one group 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

What determines the content of an email delivered through an Instant Subscription Notification? 

A. All fields in the records are included in all Notifications 

B. Only fields that have the Search results checkbox selected can be included in the notification email 

C. The end user has complete editing rights over the fields that will appear, so it is up to each user to define the
included content 

D. The fields specified in the Notification Template will appear, assuming the recipient has access to all included fields 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

How can you edit several records from a search results page? 

A. Update the Display Options to only include editable fields 

B. Update the searching filters to only include editable fields 

C. Select Enable Delete from the Options menu 

D. Select Enable Inline Edit from the Options menu 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

What does Archer use to match components, e.g. applications and fields, between two instances during the packaging
process? 
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A. System IDs 

B. GUIDs (Globally Unique Identifiers) 

C. Key Fields 

D. Tracking IDs 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

All system users automatically belong to a built-in group named 

A. All 

B. Enterprise Management 

C. Everyone 

D. Basic User Parameter 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

If a group is associated with an access role and the group contains sub-groups, how will the associated access role
affect the sub-groups 

A. The sub-groups will be associated with the access role 

B. The sub-groups will not be associated with the access role 

C. The sub-groups will be inactivated 

D. The sub-groups will be removed from the group 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

In order to create a chart using the Advanced Search functionality, what must a user first do? 

A. Configure a filter to be used what will bring back only a subset of the overall data set 

B. Select the Statistics Mode checkbox at the bottom of the Fields to Display section 

C. Select the Charting search results format to be used in the Display Options section 

D. Enter at least one keyword to be used to group the dataset into chartable groups 
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Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

Why might creating role-based groups positively impact the end user experience when working with user/ groups lists? 

A. It increases the complexity of key tasks 

B. It eliminates the need to select relevant users individually 

C. It eliminates the ability to synchronize with your LDAP server 

D. It simplifies access control by enforcing the one-role, one-group rule 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

If an Archer user needs to send the content of an Archer record to a person who does not have an Archer user account,
which of the following options is their best course of action? 

A. Export the record to an output file (such as .pdf) and then attach that file to an email to send to the non-Archer user 

B. Share the Archer user\\'s login information with the non-Archer user through encrypted Email 

C. Send the non-Archer user the URL shown in the browser address bar when the Archer user has the report open 

D. Use the Email icon to send the non-Archer user an email that contains the content of the record 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

Why might you designate certain fields as required fields? 

A. To ensure values are added to those fields before the record is initially saved 

B. To allow users to opt out of those fields 

C. To ensure those fields appear be default in search results 

D. To ensure values in those fields serve as hyperlinks into the record 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

A Business Owner that needs visibility into changes made to Archer records on a daily basis would best be served by: 
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A. a Subscription Notification sent as a monthly digest 

B. a Subscription Notification sent as a daily digest 

C. a Manual process where a user runs a report every 30 days and attaches it to an email 

D. a Subscription Notification sent instantly as records are changed 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

Which of the following best describes an optimized state of operational process, as related to the Operational Risk
Management solution? 

A. Compliance efforts are reactive and just-in-time 

B. Resilient strategies adapt quickly to threats and disruptions 

C. Each control deficiency identified in loss event analyses and self-assessments is addressed 

D. Risk assessments and reporting are limited and inconsistent 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 13

Which of the following best describes RSA Archer? 

A. RSA Archer is a platform which allows you to adapt solutions to specific requirements and build new applications
without touching code 

B. RSA Archer is a software solution which requires you to hard code changes to out-of-the-box solution functionality 

C. RSA Archer is a platform which allows you to adapt solutions by hard coding new features into the program 

D. RSA Archer is a software solution best used for Audit and Operational Risk Management 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14

Historically, each area of a typical organization would manage its own risks. How does RSA Archer\\'s Operational Risk
Management solution area differ in approach? 

A. RSA Archer\\'s ORM solution offers control of the complete risk life cycle, enabling improved governance of risk
management activities while also providing visibility to management 

B. RSA Archer\\'s ORM solution will send email notifications to all other areas of the business when a risk is realized
anywhere in the organization, thus promoting visibility and encouraging a quick reaction 
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C. RSA Archer\\'s ORM solution reduces the risk of IT and business disruption through specialized dashboards and
reports 

D. RSA Archer\\'s ORM solution enforces a siloed approach, as this will give more power to each area of the business
to make decisions 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15

Which of the following best describes one goal of Regulatory and Corporate Compliance? 

A. To consolidate information from multiple regulatory bodies 

B. To provide a means for organizations to establish and monitor metrics 

C. To enable internal audit teams to assess audit entities 

D. To monitor third party performance 

Correct Answer: A 
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